
Flashpoint Ignite Platform
Team-tailored intelligence across multiple groups in one workspace 
 

Connect, collaborate, and remediate risk faster with timely and active intelligence. Gain visibility into 

intelligence landscapes across cyber threats, vulnerabilities, and physical security. With Ignite, security 

experts can connect the dots across data and intelligence to coordinate a better informed, more 

effective response– with a holistic view of risk in one place.

ACHIEVE MORE WITH ONE PLATFORM

Easily obtain the information you need and seamlessly work across multiple teams to 
move information forward and remediate risk faster.

DEPENDABLE INTELLIGENCE FOR EVERYONE

With visibility into the deep and dark web, OSINT/surface web, vulnerabilities, breach 
data, or geospatial intelligence, our finished intelligence reports and raw collections are 
right at your fingertips so you can spend your time on what matters most.

CLOSE THE GAP BETWEEN DATA, INTELLIGENCE, AND ACTION

Quickly assess your data and intelligence outcomes across all products, streamline 
workflows, adapt and take decisive action to stay ahead of the changing threat 
landscape.

Ignite Benefits



FLASHPOINT CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE (CTI)

Organizes relevant intelligence based on the unique needs of a Cyber Threat Intelligence team. 
Analysts can search through thousands of sources, monitor communication between illicit actors, 
and consume finished intelligence reports written by Flashpoint analysts to understand their risks 
and make informed decisions on where, when, and how to act.

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT (VULNDB)

Maps intelligence to vulnerabilities to help you identify, prioritize, and remediate risk. Quickly see 
which vulnerabilities have public exploits and which are remotely executable to better understand 
how threat actors are exploiting them, and proactively protect against risk to your organization.

FLASHPOINT PHYSICAL SECURITY INTELLIGENCE

Delivers real-time open-source intelligence (OSINT) to support critical security workflows for 
Physical Security teams. Monitor key locations and assets, get alerts about relevant events, 
investigate incidents to inform future strategies, and equip your teams with the information 
needed for proactive, intelligence-led physical security. Combine Flashpoint’s data collections with 
unparalleled intelligence expertise, geospatial enrichments, and analysis tools to make better 
decisions, faster.

FLASHPOINT NATIONAL SECURITY INTELLIGENCE

Improves situational awareness on the ground and informs national security initiatives like 
counterterrorism, geopolitical risk research, disinformation monitoring, and crisis response.The 
solution bolsters open-source intelligence generation with extensive data access and intuitive 
functionality for monitoring, alerting, and analyzing publicly available information. Natural language 
processing enrichments like geolocation, language detection, and threat detection provide valuable 
context to the information discovered, and the solution offers access to Flashpoint’s best-in-class 
intelligence team so users can force multiply their efforts at the click of a button.

Team-tailored intelligence in one workspace



Take team-tailored intelligence further and 
automate customized workflows with Flashpoint 

Managed Attribution and Automate

Flashpoint Managed Attribution

Flashpoint Automate

Directly investigate threats and reduce risk of exposure to your identity, workspace, 
and networks. 

Accelerate repeatable security-related processes to help detect, analyze, and 
remediate risk faster.

Get closer to the source than ever before. Flashpoint Managed Attribution is a flexible, fully 
managed virtual environment that lets security teams spend their time researching threats, 
instead of building and maintaining technology to do so.

Flashpoint Automate is the low-code automation platform integrated with Flashpoint solutions 
and other third-party vendors that allows teams to build and customize automated workflows, 
saving time and reducing risk across their organization. Increase efficiency, align resources 
to higher priority and complex investigations and responses, and take action based on better 
informed decisions.

Trusted by governments, commercial enterprises, and educational institutions  worldwide, Flashpoint helps organizations protect 
their most critical assets, infrastructure, and stakeholders from security risks such as cyber threats, ransomware, fraud, physical 
threats, and more. Leading security practitioners—including physical and corporate security, cyber threat intelligence (CTI), 
vulnerability management, and vendor risk management teams—rely on the Flashpoint Intelligence Platform, comprising open-
source (OSINT) and closed intelligence, to proactively identify and mitigate risk and stay ahead of the evolving threat landscape.  
 
Learn more at flashpoint.io.

ABOUT

http://flashpoint.io

